
CHAPTER 8

Summary and Future outlook

�Imagination is more important than knowledge.

For knowledge is limited, whereas imagination enirles the world.�

� Albert Einstein

D

ust ontrols our view of the universe around us due to the fat that

energy emitted by stars as shorter wavelength ultraviolet (UV) and op-

tial radiation is attenuated by it and re-radiated in the infrared (IR) and

longer wavelength bands [1℄. In order to determine the intrinsi properties of

an astrophysial objet, it beomes highly ruial to orret the e�ets of suh

attenuation omprising of dust absorption and sattering, referred to olle-

tively as extintion [17℄. The extintion ourring due to dust is wavelength

dependent whih provides us with information about both the size and om-

position of the dust grains. Over the years, many models have been proposed

to examine the dust in the di�use interstellar medium (ISM) of galaxies based

mainly on an analysis of extintion [23, 25, 45, 46, 57, 63, 68, 69, 242�247℄.

Nevertheless, the most aepted view is that interstellar dust grains onsist of

amorphous siliates and some form of arbonaeous material.

With the launh of spae-based multi-wavelength observatories, a huge

amount of dust sattering in the far-ultraviolet (FUV) and dust re-emission in

the IR has been observed. In the mid-infrared (MIR), the emission is observed

from Polyyli Aromati Hydroarbon (PAH) moleules [248℄ and small grains

[1℄ depending on their environment [78, 115℄ while the dust grain sizes gradually

inrease for the emission seen towards the far-infrared (FIR). The disovery of

spetrosopi features omplemented by laboratory study of materials for dust

andidates has led to an inreasing interest in the study of interstellar dust in

the last deade. An overview of dust origins and properties, with reent dust

grain models and multi-wavelength telesopes, is presented in Chapter 1.

Despite the importane of dust, determining the physial properties and

amount of interstellar dust in other galaxies has been a very hallenging task

with muh left to explore and understand. In this thesis, we have tried to

interpret the interstellar dust harateristis at various loations in the loal
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universe by studying their emission at di�erent wavelength bands and subse-

quently modelling the dust grains starting with our own Milky Way (MW)

galaxy and then expanding our sample of study to nearby regions inluding

both the Magellani louds.

In order to understand the properties of a partiular dust sample, we have

�rst used arhival spae-based telesope data and arried out aperture pho-

tometry to determine the dust emission at individual loations for a partiular

wavelength. We have then made use of Spearman's rank orrelation oe�ient,

whih non-parametrially tells us about the monotoni relationship between

two variables, to ompare the emissions at multiple wavelengths and determine

the nature of dust speies present at the observed loations.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we have studied the rank orrelations in the

Milky Way (MW) by omparing the FUV data observed by Voyager [107℄,

Far Ultraviolet Spetrosopi Explorer (FUSE) [158, 159℄ and Galaxy Evolution

Explorer (GALEX) [182℄ spae telesopes with the arhival MIR (8 µm, 24 µm)

data observed by Spitzer [76, 77℄. We have separated our observations into low

and high latitude loations and found signi�antly better FUV-IR orrelations

for the lower latitudes indiating a dereasing abundane of PAHs and very

small dust grains at high latitude loations. This has led us to propose an

extragalati origin of dust for the observed emission at high latitudes in the

MW [100℄.

As we look outside our Galaxy, the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) and the

Small Magellani Cloud (SMC) have long served as ideal nearby laboratories to

study dust properties and abundanes in high-redshift galaxies owing to their

nearly fae-on orientation and loseness to the MW (LMC∼50 kp; SMC∼60

kp) [120, 139℄. The di�erene in the properties of interstellar dust, as well as

the gas-to-dust ratio, has been well doumented by studying the variations in

the FUV extintion urves of the MW, LMC and SMC [134, 135℄.

In Chapter 3, we have studied the rank orrelations in the LMC between

the FUV (1000�1157 Å) di�use emissions observed by FUSE [158, 159℄ and the

arhival IR (8 µm, 15 µm, 24 µm, 90 µm) data observed by the Spitzer [76, 77℄

and AKARI [129℄ spae telesopes. Our loations inluded two HII regions

in the LMC, namely N11 and 30 Doradus and we observed better FUV-IR

orrelations for the former. We also found a higher FUV/IR(90 µm) intensity

ratio for emissions in 30 Doradus due to the high unresolved star density at

the observed LMC loations [101℄.
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The SMC, in ontrast to the LMC and MW, is a low-metalliity galaxy

making it an ideal sample for studying the ISM of galaxies whih are in the

early stages of their hemial enrihment [140℄. Now, the very onspiuous

absene of the 2175 Å bump [21, 134℄ along most of the SMC has been at-

tributed to the absene of arbonaeous ontent and PAHs [151℄. In Chapter

4, we have attempted to explain the lak of this 2175 Å feature in the SMC

using FUV-IR orrelation studies by omparing the FUV (1000-1750 Å) data

from FUSE [158, 159℄ and International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) [160�162℄

with arhival Spitzer, Wide-�eld Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) [164℄ and

AKARI [129℄ data in the IR (8 µm, 22 µm, 24 µm, 65 µm, 90 µm). We

�nd the larger sized dust grain emissions in the FIR to be better orrelated

to the FUV emissions as ompared to the MIR data whih indiates a lak or

absene of PAHs at our observed loations. A omparison with the orrelation

trends observed in the LMC reveals that PAHs are shielded from destrution

in high-metalliity galaxies as opposed to the low-metalliity SMC where we

see a weak emission at 8 µm due to the possible destrution of PAHs by high

energeti radiation �elds in the viinity [153, 165℄.

It is neessary to omplement the inferenes drawn from orrelation stud-

ies with appropriate dust grain models in order to better understand the dust

harateristis in a region. With this aim in mind, we have modi�ed the dust

FUV sattering model developed by Shalima et al. (2006) [89℄ to the study the

di�use radiation in the MW. In Chapter 5, we have used the Orion nebula

(M42 or NGC 1976), whih is our nearest site (∼420 p) [249℄ of ative star for-

mation [171℄ and one of the brightest soures in the UV sky [172℄, as our sample

of study to investigate the optial properties of dust in the region. We have

�rst used photometri all-sky survey data observed by GALEX in the FUV

and AKARI in the FIR to study the UV-IR orrelations in a 10 degree radius

around the Orion enter. This revealed that the emissions at our observed

loations were aused by larger dust grains belonging to older environments

with the smaller dust grains possibly getting destroyed or photo-evaporated

by high radiation oming from the Trapezium star luster [250℄ at the enter

of the nebula. We followed this by modelling the dust grains responsible for

the FUV sattering in front of Orion's veil [173, 174℄ and obtained an albedo,

α=0.7 and sattering phase funtion asymmetry fator, g=0.6 as the median

values for dust at our observed loations. We also determined the distanes

to individual dust loations observed between us and the Orion entral region

in a 100-400 p range, whih allowed us to onstrut a 3D distribution of dust

around Orion [102℄.
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In addition to studying the optial properties of dust grains, an under-

standing of their hemial omposition is essential to be able to explain the

observed dust features at di�erent wavelength bands. Sine the polarization

pro�le (peak wavelength, shape, and strength) of dust andidates is highly

suseptible to the spei� shape, omposition as well as size of the dust grains

[58, 251℄, we have studied the MIR (8�13 µm) linear polarization in a sample

of young stars (MWC 1080A, MWC 297, HL Tau) in Chapter 6, to onstrain

the dust properties in their irumstellar environment [252℄. We have gener-

ated Disrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) [96, 235℄ and E�etive Medium

Approximation (EMA) T-Matrix [92℄ based omposite dust grain models [91℄

and then ompared the simulated data with atual observations made in the

MIR using CanariCam at the Gran Telesopio Canarias (GTC) [218℄. We re-

port the possible existene of silion arbide (SiC) in the outer disk/envelope

around one star in our sample whih has been interpreted based on the shape,

size, omposition, and fration of inlusions by volume in our omposite dust

grain models.

The key �ndings of eah work have been presented together in Chapter 7

and the thesis onludes with a brief summary and prospets for future work

as presented here (Chapter 8).

Future work

As a follow-up to the work presented in this thesis work, we would like to probe

the following issues in the near future:

• The data presented in Chapter 3 for di�use dust observations in the

Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) is unique and we plan to model the dust

grain emissions in both the HII regions (N11, 30 Doradus) theoretially

by using suitable dust mixtures. For 30 Doradus one needs to use a

speial dust mixture and N11 an be modelled by using a Milky Way

type of dust mixture. We hope to use the stellar/di�use fration whih

was presented by Pradhan et al. (2010) [130℄ and determine whether the

stellar omponent of the FUV is indeed higher in 30 Doradus whih has

led to the observed orrelation trends.

• Our �ndings on dust omposition and properties around young stars as

presented in Chapter 6 have been limited by the lak of polarimetri ob-

servations in the mid-infrared (MIR). We would like to look for better and
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more losely spaed MIR polarimetri data to add more redibility to our

omposite dust grain models. There is also a hane to explore the pos-

sible ontribution of polyyli aromati hydroarbon (PAH) moleules

towards absorption/emission observed in the dusty envelopes surround-

ing young stars, with the availability of reliable MIR polarimetri obser-

vations.

• With the advent of new and upoming spae missions, a plethora of in-

formation and high level siene produts have/will beome available for

us to explore and analyse. ASTROSAT UVIT [253℄ has the ability to

undertake interstellar extintion measurements [254℄ and it has a muh

better resolution as ompared to GALEX whih will highly bene�t re-

searh to be arried out in the near future. The James Webb Spae

Telesope (JWST) to be launhed in 2020 will make an enormous supply

of IR data available for dust studies and it will very well omplement

the ASTROSAT X-ray and UV data for any kind of multi-wavelength

studies to be arried out with high preision in the oming years.

In addition to the aforementioned prospets, there is a huge potential for

studying the interstellar dust harateristis in both nearby and far-o� galaxies,

out of whih we have examined only a tiny portion in this thesis work. Suh

studies will de�nitely go a long way towards understanding the nature and

origins of dust in the universe around us.
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